Fundus camera for all
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Introduction
Use of smart phone for imaging the fundus has been a technique which has taken the world by storm. Initially only the expensive iPhones¹ could be used but since the advent of good quality android phones with high resolution camera, fundus imaging is now literally at everybody’s finger tips. These smart phones have been used for indirect ophthalmoscopy, direct ophthalmoscopy and anterior segment imaging. For indirect ophthalmoscopy, only a condensing lens is required apart from the mobile phone. For direct ophthalmoscopy an LED light source is attached to the mobile phone close to the camera². In the technique described by Nazari et al ³ the smart phone fundus imaging was done with a condensing lens in one hand and a smart phone in other hand. This was similar to the technique described by Shanmugham et al and Lord et al¹,². In all these techniques high amount of precision and hand coordination was required so it was a challenge for many. To maintain alignment between the smart phone and the condensing lens the need for a structural support was recognized.⁴ These were provided either by PVC pipes, plastic bottles or plastic arm made using 3D printing technology in the later innovations. These were glued to a mobile cover on one side and a condensing lens fixed to the other end.⁴-⁶

This article is about a fundus camera built indigenously by the students and house surgeons posted in department of Ophthalmology of Government Medical College, Kozhikode, Kerala. The traditional hand held fundus camera which have been described innumerable times in various journals and during conferences was modified to suit the multifarious requirements in a teaching hospital.³-⁵ This camera could be made and used by ophthalmologists, post graduate students, house surgeons and even undergraduate students with some amount of training.

Methods
The fundus camera was made using PVC pipe, PVC stopper and a selfie stick/ mobile stand. This selfie stick/ mobile stand was used keeping in mind the different sizes and shapes of smart phones which are available in the market, since this fundus camera would be used by multiple people and a fixed size of the phone cover as used
in other models would have been a hindrance to its main purpose of being multiple user friendly. Apart from this since it was an attempt to be useful for all a rubber bush was attached to the opposite end of the PVC pipe which can be rested on the patient’s orbit. This will help in keeping the hands steady and will be useful for those who are not very familiar with the technique of indirect ophthalmoscopy like the house surgeons and the undergraduate students.

**Steps**

Step 1- Take a PVC pipe 15 cm long.
Step 2- Attach the PVC stopper 5 cm long to one end of the PVC pipe. See to it that it snugly fits the PVC pipe. Make a circular opening in the stopper which is slightly less than the diameter of the condensing lens (Figure 1,2)

![Fig. 1 - PVC pipe with PVC stopper attached to one end](image1)

![Fig. 2 - PVC stopper with circular opening](image2)

Step 3- Attach a Rubber bush of length 4.5 to 7 cm to the PVC stopper, this is optional only for those who are not familiar with the technique of indirect ophthalmoscopy. (figure 3)

![Fig. 3 - Rubber bush](image3)

Step 4- Cover the inside and the outside of the PVC pipe with insulation tape. To prevent the condensing lens from sliding through the PVC pipe, stick 2 layers of double-sided tape to the end of the PVC pipe on the inside.(Figure 4,5)

![Fig. 4 PVC pipe covered with insulation tape](image4)

![Fig. 5 PVC pipe with 2 layers of double-sided tape](image5)

Step 5- To the body of the PVC pipe attach the selfie stick/ mobile stand using clamps in such a
manner that the mobile holder comes to the opposite end of the PVC pipe. (Figure 6,7)

Fit in a 20 D in the PVC stopper. Fix a smart phone in the mobile holder. Align the camera and the flash so that it comes in the centre of the PVC pipe. The Fundus camera is ready for use.

Keep in the video mode or the photo mode. In either of these options keep the torch/ fill light option ON.

Editing of the photos can be done using the edit options for altering the brightness and the contrast and to reduce the reflections.

With some amount of training, it is easy to master fundus photography with this hand-held fundus camera.

**Discussion**

This Fundus camera functions similar to an indirect ophthalmoscope. The flash light from the mobile phone illuminates the fundus and the image formed by the condensing lens is captured by the mobile phone. It has been successfully used to produce good quality reproducible fundus images (Figure 8). It does require some amount of training to get good quality fundus images and the quality improves as one gains experience in using this. In the earlier generation mobile phones, the flash could not be kept continuously on so still photography was not possible and indirect ophthalmoscopy could be done only in the video mode, but with the advent of the newer generation mobile phones in which the flash can be kept continuously on, this problem too has been solved. Thus, image capturing is now possible in the still photography mode. The presence of a selfie button helps in single handed use of this fundus camera which helps in doing scleral indentation with the other

**Fig 8** Purtschers retinopathy- taken with the hand-held fundus camera

It has been used for the bedside teaching sessions, presentations, patient education in busy OPD’s, during emergency duty, for documentation purposes, in bed ridden patients, in inter departmental consultation in multi-speciality hospitals and for screening of patients for diabetic retinopathy and glaucoma in camps. This can also be used for ROP screening purposes and also
for documentation. It can be used in medicolegal cases wherein access to a standard fundus camera is not possible. It will also help in getting immediate opinion in difficult cases which would be of immense help for Ophthalmology post graduates and fellows. It can also be used for training post graduates from other departments who may be interested in fundus viewing. In fact, it can be used for all purposes where presently indirect ophthalmoscopy is being done. In this age of corona virus and Nipah virus, the use of direct ophthalmoscopy, which is still used unrestrainedly in medical colleges, during cross consultation, is fraught with risk since it requires close contact with the patient. In such a situation the use of this fundus camera will minimize the risk.

Apart from fundus imaging this camera can also be used for taking anterior segment photographs and video imaging purposes.

Presently, the talk is about artificial intelligence in the diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy but with the use of this humble hand-held fundus camera even technicians, nursing students, undergraduate MBBS students (Figure 6) can be utilized fruitfully in screening of diabetic retinopathy in camps. And once fully trained the MBBS doctors themselves will be able to diagnose and refer patients without delay. This may go a long way in reducing the burden of blindness due to diabetic retinopathy. Even early diagnosis of Primary open angle glaucoma will be possible which will in turn help in reducing blindness due to glaucoma.

These types of hand-held fundus camera may revolutionize the way MBBS teaching in Ophthalmology is carried out.
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